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ABSTRACT
Power spectrumtechniques are appliedtoseries
of daily, weekly, andmonthlyaveragetemperatureand
precipitationvalues,recordedsince
1870 a t t h e Woo'dstockClimatologioal BenchmarkStationinMaryland,
in
order to gain a reasonable interpretation of the extent and frequency distribution of periodic variations in these
the results
data. Analysis procedures are outlined,andtheresultspresented,interpreted,andcollatedwith
of earlier literature insome detail.
Apparent short-period variations are found whose periods lie near 3 days, between 5 and 7 days, and between
about 15 and 25 days; various of them however, are absent from some portions of the data series and also differ
siomewhat in character with theseason of the year.
Significant long-period variations are more prevalent in the temperature series than
in the precipitation series.
50 years,bothachieve
high levels of
Spectral peaks in temperature,
of periods near 2 years and greater than
statistical significance. The 11-year sunspot cycle, and
to some extent its second harmonic as well, is suggested
in the temperature data. The
double (22-year) sunspot cycle and the longer Brfickner cycle, however, a r e almost
totallyabsent.Thebasis
of Abbot's statisticallong-rangeprediction
scheme, whichutilizesnumeroushigher
harmonics of the double sunspot cycle, is tested against the
Woodstock data, and is found in this caw to lack
measurable skill above chance.

1. INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEMS
OF WEATHERPERIODICITIES
The notion of periodic phenomena in we'ather conditions is probably as old as mankind. The mientific search
for such cyclic elementsin weather and climate datesback
to the days of the first instrumental observntions of atmospheric events, Theunderlyingidea
wasborrowed
from astronomy. In celestial mechanics it had been eminently successful to resolve the complicated motions of
the sun, the moon. and the danets into
enhemerides which
predicted with high accuracy their positions, movements,
52640249-1

and occultations. The earlyscientists tacitly concluded
that the weather must be arranged
in some lawful order
also: why not analyze it the same way as planetary observations? Thus the almanac
was born with its juxtaposition of celestial and weather predictions.
But weather did not quite fit the pattern. Thus ever
since the middle of the 18th century stud&& on cycles in
the atmosphere have accumulated. Some exhibit wishful
thinking, many others are serious. One of the most recent
extensive studies (Berlage [ 7 ]) , dealing with cycles over
one year in length, lists 55 periods ranging from 1.03 to 36
283
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eters because of variablesolarradiation.These
have
years. Thesehave been proclaimedbyvariousinvestigators as present in meteorological data series. Berlage been primarily associated with the solar period of rotalists over 350 references, nearly all of them in the litera- tion of 27 days and the irregular sunspot rhythmof 11.3
tantalizing
ture of the current century. Numbers of the same order years, itsfractionsanditsmultiples.The
of magnitude couldbe given for cycles in the shorter time circumstance here is that there are close correlations beinterval of less than one year. It is interesting to note tween the solar conditions and the ionospheric responses.
that most modern writers in the field refer to hidden But a strong link to the lower atmosphere has still to be
periodicities. This implicitly admits that the regular var-forged. The best one cansay is that some evidence of
iations a,re masked by meteorological “noise”, or appar- solar influences, other than the diurnal and annual,exists.
ently random fluctuations. But authors of pertinent pa- But these influences wax and wane quite irregularly.
pers have made more or less modest claims for the fore- Typical of the results obtained is a recent analysis of the
castingvalue of allegedperiodicities (Wing[38]).
I n 27-day cycle in terrestrial temperature data for
limited
some recent writings this hasled to attemptsat extrapola- intervals by Visser [361.
tion into the future of long rainfall series in the Middle
Berlage[6,7]inhis
comprehensive treatises tries to
West and Southwest of the Unit,ed States (Abbot [l]). make a case for a combination of solar and terrestrialfacWhat reasoning maintains the belief in weather cycles ? t,ors leading to the multiplicity of observed periodicities.
Most important is, of course, the actual presence of a few A primary element in his system is the late Sir Gilbert
fluctuation
atmospheric periodicities. The diurnal and annual varia- Walker’s Southern Oscillation. Thisisthe
tions produced bya,xial rotation of the earth and the
of the pressure difference between the Malayan Archipelplanet’s revolution around the sun are so pronounced in ago and Easter Island. It is argued that this is a pritheir effects that it seems almost superfluous to mention mary terrestrial period of 2% (2 to 3) years, caused by
them. I n theso cases an overwhelming “forcing function” mutual interact.ions of air andsea temperatures, the latter
is operative and results can be readily expressed as har- influenced by oceanic currents. Lower harmonics of this
monic elements in the diurnal and annual march of most “cycle”, 5 and = 7 years, then show interference with
meteorological variables. Also present, without doubt but, solar cycles (sayperhaps,5.6=1/,
11.3=1, 23=2 solar
with infinitesimally smaller amplitude, are periodic man- periods). This leads to beat frequencies and the confusifestations of lunartidalforcesinthe
atmosphere. I n ing welter of met,eorological time series. Other basic
fact, it took considerable scientific detective work to dis- cycles might, of course, participate in the merry rhythm
cover the true lunar gravitational tides. Their effect on dance.
pressure is generally only a fraction of a millibar (ChapIt is, t,herefore, understandablethat a great deal of cycle
man [101). As in any mechanical system one should also lwe.;wcll Ilas been uncler-taken essentially in quite an emexpect in t,he at,mosphere free oscillations.These
are pirical fashion, with the hope
of first obtaining statisprimarily governed by t,he vertical temperature distribu- t,ically significant results and then, if possible, oftying
tion and stratification. Their order of magnitude is fro’m these to some plausiblephysical cause. Most ofthese
fractions of an hour, in a local setting, to fractions of a studies have used some form of harmonic or periodogram
day for the whole atmospheric layer.
analysis.
review of thefindingswhichare
based on
Interestingly enough, the kinematics
of the atmospheric reasonably adequate stat,istical procedures reveals as the
2y3, 31/3, 5-6,
circulation produces other quasi-periodic elements in the most, universalrhytllmsthefollowing:
fieldof atmospheric motions. F o r shorter time intervals 11-12,19-24, and 30-35 years in len@h (Landsberg[IS]).
of a few days these havebeen made theoretically plausible
The longer the span the more irregular is the interval
(Rossby [26], Haurwitz [lS] ) . Somewhat longer cycli- between extremes. These rhythms were, however, noted
cal elements also become apparent in the ca,lculations in- in such diverse elementsas pressure, temperature, precipivolving simplified theoretical models of the general cirtation,
lake
levels, temperature range, and extreme
culation (Smagorinsky [31] ) .
weather conditions in series of observations originating
Somewhatoverlooked in recentyearshave
been the at such distantpointsasNorth
America, Central and
suggestions that the arrangement of the subtropical anti- ICnstern Europe, and Indonesia.
cyclones indicates fairly stable vort,icityconcentrations,
I’anofsky and McCormick [24] havestated, “Direct
which in turncould produce periodic oscillations (Stewartllarmorlic analysis yields a number of harmonics equal to
[32] ) . Roughestimates of thenormal modes of such half the number of observations. The amplitude of these
oscillations give the wide brackets of 2,000 to 5,000 days harmonics oscillates wildly from one harmonic to thenext.
from one time
and 70,000 to 250,000 days. The arrangement of the fixed These oscillations arenotreproducible
geographical features of the earth also suggests that thereseries to another which has basically the same statistical
wouldbe an induction of periodic elements into atmos- properties.We,therefore,
need to compute a smooth
pheric motions, both on a small and a large scale.
spectrum. The autocorrelation method with the
number
Probablythe widest discussion hasranged over the of lags smallcompared to the number of observations
possibility of forced fluctuations in atmospheric paramyields a smooth spectrum directly with a great deal less
:
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numericalwork than would be required for computing
and smoothing the spectral estimate obtained
by direct
Fourier analysis.”
It is always good scientificpractice to usenew procedures and‘additionaldatatoprobeinto
unresolved
puzzles. For time series of rapidly fluctuating elements
power spectrum analysis has become a widely accepted
technique to separate “signals” from “noise.” I n meteorological series this tool has been primarily used for shortperiod phenomena, suchas turbulentwind fluctuations. It
has gradually found its entry into analysis of wave motions on a hemispheric-synoptic scale. We will attempt
to extend its use here tso climatic series. As object of
this analysis we have chosen the climaticreference station
at Woodstock,Md.
For this station daily, weekly, and
monthly temperature and precipitation values are available for analysis,covering the period from 1870-1956.
Most of the data arein machine-processable form.
2. BASIC

DATA

STATIONSELECTIONANDQUALITY

Woodstock, Md., is located about 16 miles west-northwest of Baltimore at 39”20’ N., 76”53‘ W. Climatological
records have been maintained there virtually without inof these
terruption since 1870. The length and quality
records, evident stability of station location in the more
recent years, apparent freedom from environmental influence and change, and good prospects of future record
continuity, have qualified Woodstock as a member of the
Weather Bureau’s Climatologica.1 BenchmarkNetwork.
Records since 1893 of monthly mean temperature and
total precipitation for Woodstock have been subjected to
a rigorous analysis of homogeneity. The analyPis has
revealed twodiscontinuities in temperature whichwere
evidently associated with undocumented station moves
about March 1901 and about January 1914.Between
1901 and 1914, mean temperatures were registering about
2.5” F. too high in winter and about 1.5” F. to’o high in
summer, relative tothe record since 1914. The record
prior to 1901 was approximately homogeneous with the
record since 1914. Theanalysis alsoindicates that the
precipitation record is homogeneous, with the possible exceptionof a period of severalyears between 1930 and
1940, when the gage catch at Woodstock was apparently
deficient by about 6 percent.
Since the nature of the temperature inhomogeneity is
rather confidently known, the relative imprecision of the
spectrum analysis (at long wavelengths) can be estimated
(see section 4). Other inhomogeneities which may exist
in the temperature and precipitation series are evidently
so small that, in the writers’ opinion, they are incapable
of affecting the spectra based on those series to a significant degree.
DATAPROCESSING

The existence of preferred group periods over as long
a time interval as possible in both precipitation and tem-
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perature records waschosen for investigation. Monthly
as well as daily values were selected for analysis. Early
in the investigation it was decided that lag periods of
more than 100 would be used. The maximum lag period
of the then available IBM 650 Bell Laboratory spectrum
analysis routine was 100. Therefore, plans were made to
make a new program. Actually, it was necessary to make
two new programs due to the relatively small magnetic
memory drums of the IBM 650, 2,000 words. One of
the programs developed will handle lag periods from 0 to
400 while the other will handle lag periods from 400 t.0
750.
Experiencegained in processing data indicated that
memory dumproutines would be required.Therefore,
such routines were made for use during either the input
of data or output of information.The
memorywas
“dumped” every hour. This took
onlyabout twominutes, but always provided a new starting point if any
malfunctionoccurred in equipment or power. Such a
procedure also bypassed the necessity of remaining with
the problem until all computation was finished. I n other
words, work on this projectcould be curtailed forpriority
work or stopped at the end of a shift and started again
the next day.
This is important, for with large amounts
of input data
and large lag, input and output rates
may bereduced
to two cards per minute.
DATA CARD DECKS

The input data to the machines were in punched card
form. The data required for this particular study
were
dailyandmonthlyvalues
of theaverage temperatures
and total precipitation, The average temperatures
were
measured in ” F. and the total precipitation in inches.
DuiZy data, 1895--1956.-Daily values ofmaximum,
average, andminimumtemperaturesandprecipitation
were sought. Although inferences indicated the existence
of daily data back to 1875, investigation failed to find
them. Priorto 1910 there werebreaksinthe
record,
usually in the summertime. It was necessary to devise
methods of interpolation of the missing observations.
Even with these, it was deemed inappropriate to fill in
the gap periods prior to 1895 because these gaps began
to exceed two months.
To obtain the values to be substituted for missing data,
comparisons
with
nearby
stations’
observations
were
made. In genera’l, the curves of daily va,lues of the elements were constructed by sta.ndard
methods of interpolation and the required values were obtained.
Monthly data, 1875-1956.-Monthly
averages of maximum, average, end minimum temperatures
a.nd of precipitation could be interpolatedmuch mdre easily, and
to ‘1
forthisreasontheperiod
could beextendedback
1875. In a test group of cases where monthly values4

’,
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were computed and compared with observed values, the where m is the maximum lag.
differences betweenobserved andinterpolated were all
Olplm-1
less than 50.5' F.; generally, their magnitude was near
f0.1' F. Thus,there isreasonableassurance
that the
Olhlm-1
interpolated values used should not be far from the values
whichwould have been recorded. The monthly precipi(v) Smoothing Formulas (after Hamming and Tukey
tation totals were transformed by the equation
~ 5 1 )
Uo=O.54Lo+O.46L1
(9)

Y = o + J7CjT

where

(1)

X is the monthly total precipitation [14].
3. PROCEDURES

U,=O.54Lk+0.23(L,-,+L,+,); O<k<m

(10)

U,=O.54Lm+O.46L,-1

(11)

4. RESULTS

Tukey's paper [35] which deals with the sampling theory
of power spectrum analysis is used as the basis of this
study.Hissubsequentpapersasco-authorwit'hBlackTheformulas given
man [SI have also beenutilized.
here, in essence, are those of Tukey with the following
exceptions:
a. The total overall mean is used to determine all serial
products ratherthanthemeanfortheindividual
lag
interval (see Panofsky and Brier [23]).
b. Division of all covariances by the initial covariance
permits theimmediatecomputation
of normalized line
powers. However, when thedataareplottedinthis
form,thevariance a t zero lag is not readily available.
The formulas used are as follows:

SHORT-PERIOD VARIATIONS

For theprecipitationfluctuations
in the range from
2 days to a month analyses were run for several 5-year

intervals.Results
forfour of theseintervals, namely
1910-14, 194145, 1946-50, and 1951-55 are shown in figure 1. For theinterval 1951-55 thedaily temperature
data were alsoanalyzed.
Their power spectraare depicted in figure 2. The first impression one gets from the
of theperiods is outcurves is one of variety.None
standing. Each of the chosen intervals seems to have its
own spectrum. Nonetheless thereare some interesting
features. I n figure 1these are represented by three lines.
The first is around 3 days, the second between 5 and 7
days, and the third in the
15- to 25-day span. I n the
temperature
curves
(fig.
2),
whichrepresent only one
(i)
Serial Products
6-week season, thewinter,the
5- to7-day periods are
quite
pronounced.
There
is
also
somepower
in the
sP=n2
(Xa-Z) (X,+,--x);
(2)
t=1
longer intervals over 20 days. Even though these periods
are not distinctly fixed and vary markedly from year to
X= (l/n) i=1 X,
(3) year they undoubtedlyreflect a physical mechanism in the
atmosphere.
The 3-day period is apparently associated with a fastwhere p is the lag and n is the number of observations in
moving
wave around the globe. There are hints ofthat
the entire sample.
type of phenomenon intheliterature.Portig
[25] has
called attention to such a rapid pressure wave. Very lit(ii) Mean Serial Product or Covariances
tle is known about the nature of this wave. Angel1 [a]
R=SP/(n-p)
(4) noted a peak in variance when he analyzed wind fluctuations at the 300-mb. level for an interval of50hours.
This is a little shorter than the 3-day peakat Woodstock
(iii) Covariance Ratio
but Angell's data were primarily from the Pacific area.
R/Ro=R';R,/Ro= Ri; O<p<m
(5)
The 5- to 7-day interval prominence in the power spectrum confirms age-old meteorological knowledge. It may
(iv) Line Powers
be useful to cite someof
the classicalfindings here.
Arctowski [3] in the results of the Belgica Expedition
L0=(1/2m)(R~+R6)+(1/m) Rk
( 6 ) (1897-99) mentioned that the pressure waves near the
p=1
Antarctic had an average duration of 5 days 6 hours.
[20] from the dataof the German SouthPolar
Meinardus
m-1
Expedition (1901-03) noted an average length of presLn=( l / m )Rh+ @/m) RL cos phr/m+ ( l / m )R& cos hrr
p=l
sure waves of 5 days 2 hours. For the data of the Scott
(7) Expedition,Simpson [30] calculated thefollowing pe
r i d s fortheSout,hernHemisphereandthe
Antarctic
L,=(1/2m)(R~+(-l)"R~)+(l/m) ( - 1 ) p R i
(8) coast :
p=1

5

5'
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FIGURE 1.-Power

spectrum analysis of daily precipitation data,
Woodstock College, Md.Maximumlag
is 30. The sum of the
30 relative variances equals 1 or 100 percent.

Jatitude

1st

Bd

52's _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
70" S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3. 65
3. 39

7. 32
6.06

waveSd

13. 48
13. 43

4th

29. 5
43. 1

days
days

In the Northern Hemisphere A. Wegener [37] found for
East Greenland for the year, less the summermonths,
an average duration of pressure waves of5.6 days. I n
the sum'mer the pressure fluctuation lengthened to a 9.4day period. The 5.6-day pressure wavewas also noted
by Merecki [21, 221 in Warsaw. I n Western Europe 1,.
Descroix[13] described a 5-day period for Paris,and
Scoles [28] found the same periodicity in the data
for
Malta during April. I n the August to September season
that Mediterranean island showed an 8.2-day fluctuation.
H. H. Clayton [ll] also propounds 3.5- to 5-day pressure
periodicities. In a very careful
harmonic
analysis
A. Defant [12] finds the following waves in precipitation
data in the middle latitudes of the two hemispheres:
Latitude

35's _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
45' N _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1st

7. 2
5. 7

Bd

3d

12. 1
8. 7

16. 6
12. 7

4th

31. 2
24-25

waue

days
days

The physical explanationof the 5- to 7-day periodicity
pattern seems to be closely related to the long waves in
thewesterliea, first described by Rossby. I n a 4-wave
system with a movement of 18" longitude per dayone revolution of the whole wave train would take, for example,
20 days so that a fixed point on the surface woluld experience a wave passage once every 5 days. I n a3-wave
system one passage per 7 days would be noted (cf., in

this connectioa, Saltzman [27]). I n the subtropical easterly currents similar wavelengths seem to be prevalent.
Hubert [17] noted tha8t the lag correlationfor the thickness of the 1000- to 700-mb. layer had a 5-day maximum
of 0.7 at San Juan, Puerto
Rico.
We may also recall here the rediscovery of the 7-day
cycle in connection with the controversial periodic cloud
seeding experiments (Langmuir[191, Brier [91 ) .
The importance such periodicitiesmayhave for extendedfo'recasting by numerical procedures has been
stressed by Scorer [29]. Theunfo'rtunate circumstance
is the ra,therflexibsle lengths of rhythms-and, as our spectra show, the rather wide variations from year to year.
Little is known yet
as to what elements determine the
wave number intheatmosphericcurrents.Thereare
some relations to the large oceanic heat sources in winter
but what causes changes from a 3-wave to a 4- or more
wave system isstill a mystery.
The sen,sona,lvariability found #byothers for the shortperiodic rhythms made it appear worthwhile topower
try
spectrum analysis for a few years byseasons. I n doing
this we adopted the meteorological seasons advocated by
Baur [4,5] for the middle latitudes
of the Northern Hemisphere. HOadduces important arguments that the
chosen
intervalsareintheircirculationpatterns
more homogeneous than the customary 3-month seasons. His intervals are 45 or 46 days long and comprise the following
dates :
Season 1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

January l-February 14 (High winter)
February 15"arch 31(Pre-spring)
April 1-May 16 (Full spring)
May 17-June 30 (Pre-summer)
July l-August 15 (High summer)
August 16-September 30 (Early autumn)
October l-November 15 (Main autumn)
November 16-December 31 (Pre-winter)

The graphs of figure 3 show the power spectra for the
daily precipibation at Woodstock College, Md., for each
of the years 1951-55. A t first glaace these show little
consistency. Although the non-normal distributionof the
precipitation data raises doubts as to their relevancy, the
5 and 95 percent confidence lines corresponding to white
a
spectrum* are indicated on thee, diagrams. From a statistical viewpo'int alone, in spiteof the fact that thereare
values which exceed these limits, their number does not
exceed what one would have to expect for the number of
spectral lines shown here. There are 30 spectral lines to
the individual wason. I n 5 years, i.e., five winter seasons,
one would expect 5 percent of the 150 spectral lines or
about 8 cases before one could consider particular periods
as significa,nt. I n other words, about 8 significant peaks
*A " w h i t e s p e c t r u m " is a r a n d l o m s p e c t r u m , i n w h i c h
of t h e p o w e r i n e a c h h a r m o n i c is t h e same.

the expected value
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FIGURE2.-Power

spectrum analysis of daily average temperature data
(OF.),
Woodstock College, Md., for Season 1 (Jan. 1-Feb 15)
1951-55. Maximum lag is 30. The abscissa values at the base of the chart are linear in terms of harmonics; those at the top are
in days. The average spectral (white) value is shown by the horizontal tick marks at 0.066. The heavy solid line connects the tip
of the individually averaged spectral lines. All spectra, are smoothedby the Hamming procedure.

could occur by chance. No season exhib'its even that many
significant spectral lines. Also, with respect to
consecutive seasons through the years there
is an insufficient number of significant spectral lines. For example, if the
period of 10 to 15 days isselected, out of 200 spectral lines
about 10 can be expected to show significance by chance.
I n our cam we count actually 9. I n the 2.5- t,o 3.5-day
period 8 would be expected by chance, however, none
shows up ;yet thereis a tendency for peaks a t these periods
in many of the single seasonalspectra. Similar conditions prevail with respect to other periods.
Nor do the
minima show statistical significance.
It might, nevertheles, be worthwhile to linger a little
yet in the discussion of these data. They show definitely
that in almost all seasons considerable power resides in
relatively long periods.
There is no tendency, however,
for the spectra in these 5 years to show any particul'ar
gpfarencesforcertainperiodsby
seasons. If one can
attribute any meaning t,o these patterns it is that most of
the seasons had their (ywn characteristic "signature". It

is prema,ture to say whether such spectra could
be used
ascirculationlabels for the season. The onlystartling
case of similarity of pattern is for the high winters (season l) of 1954 and 1955. These were notparticularly
similar in their characteristics but both had rather wellmarked 4-trough systems for most of the season over the
higher latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. This could
explain the high
power in the5- to 6-day rhythm.
Perhaps anothernoteworthy element is the relativesimilarity shown for the seasons 3-1952,8-1952,1-1953,
2.
1953,6-1953,7-1953,2-1955
and 3-1955. All ofthese
show their main power in tho 10- to 15-day spectralband
with a monotonous decline to both the longer and shorter
periods.Thesemay
be related tothe so-called index
cycles. Takahashiandcollaborators
[33] referred to
standing waves in their harmonic analysisof the 500-mb.
heights in the Northern Hemisphere. However, their inBut
tervals were muchlongerthan
thosenotedhere,
oscillations of the general circulation, as already noted in
theintroduction,can
be derived even from elementary
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c Period in Days

Harmonics4

FIGURE 3.-Power

.

spectrum analysis of Woodstock College daily precipitation data by 6-week seasons, January 1, 1951, through December 31,1955. The abscissa values at the base of the chart are linear in termsof harmonics; those at the top in days. The x2 5 and 95
percent levels of significance relative to a white spectrum are shown. The average spectral (white) value is shown by the horizontal
tick marks at 0.066. The solid line was produced by the Hamming smoothing procedures of the line power. The dashed lines are a
binomial smoothing to the 4thpower.
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FIGURE4.-Power

spectrum analysis of monthly total precipitation, Woodstock College, Md., 1895-1956. 743 months, maximum lag
132, transformed by equation (1). The sum of the 132 smoothed relative variances equals 1 or 100 percent.

theoretical models. The absolute values calculated from
these presently
give
only
an
order
of magnitude.
Smagorinsky [31] found an 11-day period from his calculations. The importanceof this does not lie in theexact
value, which will undoubtedly change
as more sophisticated models are used, but rather in the fact that osoillatory elements result from theoretical approaches of the
same order of magnitude as those noted here from the
empiricalend.
This suggests thatthis avenue of approach, while presently b u r e n of practical results, should
not yet be considered as quite closed. It is, of course,
obvious that a single-station analysis of a most variable
element, such as precipitation, permits onlya very limited
outlook on these broad-scale phenomena
in theatmo'sphere.
To the manin the street the variation
of precipitation and
its rhythmicaltendencies might be of paramountimportance. He may be concerned if his favorite outdoor
sport is rained out two or more weekends in succession.
For the meteorologist, however, other indices are likely
to be much better suited and more general in nature for
spectral analysis.

LONG-PERIOD VARIATIONS

For purposes of studying long-period (low frequency)
variationsinclimatologicalseries,optimum
techniques
of power spectrumanalysis
are characterized bythe
following :
1. At least in the case of temperature, the monthlydata
are advantageously pre-whitened" to remove the annual
cycle, whose large contribution to the total
variance of
such data may otherwise impair the abilityof the analysis
to resolve details at the other frequencies in which our interest primarilylies.
2. Large maximum lags must be used to resolve adequatelyfluctuations oNf very low frequency. Moderately
small maximum lags ( L 1 0 0 months) may be justified if
we anticipate the popuzation spectra to be quite monotonous at the low-frequency end. Recalling the discussion
in section 1,however, we may be no less justified in anticipating an irregular power distribution in the population
spectra, of which the ca.lculated spectra are smallsamples.
*See for example, Blackman and Tukey 181 for adiscussion
meaning of pre-whitening.

of the
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Therefore, spectral analysis involving a maximum lag of
546 months (45.5 years) was employed in which the resolution is sufficient to distinguish between fluctuations of
the order of 10 years in period (the 11-year sunspot cycle)
and those of the order of 30 years in period (the double
sunspot and Briickner cycles), and between the latter and
secular trend.
The use of such large maximum lags with a reco’rd only
86 years long, however, introduces very large amplitudes
of spurious spectral power at a few randomly distributed
wavelengths. I n this manner, it complicates the testing
of amplitude significance in the usual circumstance where
certain specific wavelengths
are not anticipatedin advance
to be significant by a priori physical hypothesis. That is,
assuming a 95 percent aignifi’cancelevel, a spectrum with
a maximum lag of 546 months would be expected to’contain between 17 and 37 “significant” peaks even if the
spectrum were that of a random series. The use of a
higher significance level to avoid Type I errors of this
kind obviously increases the probability of overlooking
physically real fluctuations which may in fact be present.
Precipitation spectra.-In this section, we shall be concerned primarily with the546-month maximum lag analysis of precipitation, in which the seasonal march was first
removed from the data. First, however, let us refer to a
132-month maximum lag analysis in which the seasonal
march has been retained. This spectrum, shown as figure
4, applies to monthly precipitation totals a t Woodstock
from 1895 to 1956, which were transformed by eqmtion
(1) [14] which approximately normalizes an incomplete
gamma-distributed variable (X)suchasmonthly
total
precipitation (Thom [34] ). The annual cycle appearing
in this spectrum is the most prominent feature of it, and
accounts for 3.4 percent of the total variance of monthly
precipitation. I t s amplitudecan be tested by the sampling theory of Tukey [35]. According to Tukey, the ratio
of any spectral ordinate to the local ordinate
osf the smooth
spectrum (here assumed equal to 1/132, the reciprocal of
the maximum lag) is distributed as chi-squared/degrees
of freedom. The degrees of freedom in turn are given by
(12)
(2N--/2)/m7
d.f.=
where N is the totalrecord length, andm is themaximum
lag used. I n this case, N=743 months, m=132 months,
and the degrees of freedomassociatedwith
a spectral
peak involving k harmonics is 10.8k. Fo’r theannual
cycle, k = l , and the 99.9 percent confidence limit of the
spectral amplitude (relative variance) is 0.022. The relative variance actually associated with the annual cycle is
0.034, which is thus highly significant.
Two other powermaxima in this spectrum are also
worth comment. The peaknearaperiod
of 6 months,
while considerably less pronounced than that of the annualperiod, is significant at the 99 percent confidence

level. Its physical reality is hardly to be doubted, inasmuch as the second harmonic of the ‘annualperiod is frequently required along with the first harmonic to account
for thetotalvariance
of the seasonalmarch
in climatological data.
The nearly equally pronounced maximum neara period
of 53 months (4-5 years) is of unique interest because,
if real, its interpretation must be essentially “meteorological” rather than “astronomical.” This spectral peak
falls just short of significance at the 99 percent level. At
least one peak of such magnitude should be expected to
owur by chance somewhere in a spectrum containing as
many as 132 harmonics. Ontheotherhand,
it should
be recalled from the discussion in section 1 that quasicyclical variation of climate with periodsof several years
has often been suspected before. The nature of this apparent cycle is further investigated below.
Monthly total precipitation in the full 87-year record
at Woodstock was subjected t o a spectrum analysis with
a maximum lag omf 546 months. This spectrum is shown
in figure 5 by the lighter line. The heavier line was produced by drawing sa line through pointsobtained by aver%ging consecutive groups of 10 harmonics. For this
analysis, the precipitafion data were first transformed by
equation ( l ) ,and then expremed in terms of departure
from their monthly
average bythe relation

-

”

Z=Y-Y+Y

(13)

where 7is the
- average of Y in that particular calendar
month, and .F is the grand average of Y in all calendar
months. By this means, the variance due to the seasonal
march, i.e., to all six resolvable harmonics of the annual
cycle, has been c.ompletely eliminated from the spectrum ;
only the mete’orological fluctuations remain.
The large resolution of this’ spectrumenables an examination of the single and doub’le sunspotcycles, the Bruckner cycle, and the higherharmonics of the double sunspot
cycle which Abbot [l] claims to be useful in long-range
forecasting. The extreme irregularity of the spectrum
cannot, of course, be taken to mean thaf the true population spectrum of monthly precipitatiosn-however we may
care to d e h e it-is comparablly irregular. As with d l
work in spectrum analysis, an attempt is made to obtain
an estimate of the true power spectrum of an infinitely
longrecord from a finiteportion of this record. This
particular part of the reco’rd being analyzed maybe considered as one of infinitely many pieces of record of similar lengbh which could be obtained. The power spectrum
constructed from a sample piece of record is subjed to
sampling variation within theperiod. Also the spectrum
obtained may be considered in total as being a smpb of
the true spectrum. This means that a more definitivean- *
swer would be obtained by examining a sequence or seriy
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FIGURE5."Residual normalieed power spectrum analysis of monthly total precipitation, Woodstock College, Md., 1044 months, 1870~

1956. Maximumlag 546. Data valuesweretransformedbyequation
(1) and modifiedby equation (13). The thin line connects
the tips of the Hamming-smoothed line powers. The sum of the 546 line powers equals 1 or 100 percent. The heavy line connects
theaveraged line powers for eachconsecutivegroup
of ten.Theaveragespectral
(white) is 1.000/546 or 18.31X
The5 and
95 percentbounds for thisaverageare
2.4X
and 45.8X
Highestharmonics areprobablyinflatedsomewhatby
aliasing.
"Stars" mark periodicities after Abbot.

of spectra of finite and equal records. I n this particular
spectrum, only 3.3 degrees of freedom are associated with
a power peak contr3buted by one harmonic.. The critical
ordinate magnitudes in figure 5 which may be assigned
va,rious levels of significance, assuming thenull hypothesis
of a white (rectangular) spectrum, are listed in tab'le 1.
Inspection of the data plotted in figure 5 reveals that the
number of harmonics formally asssigned significance on
this basis is n & i h l fsignificantly differentfrom thenumber of harmonics expected to reach each significancelevel
by chanceif the precipitation serieswere actually random.
The power maximum in figure 4 which lies between 4
and 5 years is resolved in figure 5 into a principal maximum between 4.1 and 4.4 years (harmonics 21 and 2 2 ) ,
and a secondary maximum between 4.7 and 5.2 years
(harmonics 18 and 19). I n relation to the nullhypothesis
of white noise, these peaks are significant at the 99.9 per-

cent and 95 percent levels, respectively. A third maximum
between12.1 and 16.6 years(harmonics6and
7) also
appears, which is significant at the 99 percent level according to thesame null hypothesis.
I n place of a,ssuming white noise as in t,able 1, suppose
we stipulate that the population spectrum is best repreTABLEI.-Significance
of peaks in &&month maximum lag spectra
(figs. 5 and 7 ) based on Tukey's sampling theory with null
hypothesis
that population spectrum i s that ~f white noise
Numbrrof harmonics
rontrihuting to
peak, and degrees
of freedom

Significance ieve! (percent)
95

99

99.9

_________

1 3.3d.f.

2 6.6

3 9.9
4 13.2

0.004fi7
0.00669
,00496
,00370
,00336
,00427
,00316 ,00367

0.00950
,00652
,00544
,00490

Mean varianreof white spectrum=1/546=0.00183
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FIGURE6.-Residual normalized power

spectrum analysis of monthly total precipitation, Woodstock College, Md., 1044 months, 18701956. The harmonics have been averaged by consecutive groups of ten from figure 5. Averages are shown by circles and the '5-and
95 percent x2 limits by the extent of the vertical lines.

sented by the broad, modestly inflated power maximum
involving the lowest 40 harmonics,which
appearsin
figure 6. AS indicated above, averages for consecutive
groups of 10 harmonics were plotted and a line drawn
through them to produce the heavier curve of figure 5.
These same averages are indicated in figure by
6 the circles.
Chi-squared limits of 5 and 95 percent are indicated by
the horizontal tick marks on the endsof the vertical lines
drawn through the circles. The heavier line of figure 6
has been produced by establishing 30 and 70 percent chisquared limits and then drawing the
curve subjectively
with theselimits as a guide. I n sucha case, onlythe
two sharp peaks at harmonics 21 and 22 and harmonics
6 and 7 are significant at the 95 percent level, which is
not impressive. Hence, one may interpret the precipitat.ion spectrum in one of two ways: either the population
spectrum at these long wavelengths is irregular with certain rather narrow peaks, or the population spectrum is
rather modestly inflated in the entire intervalbetween the
zeroth and,saythe 40thharmonics. With the present
lackof corroborating evidence to suggest the reality of
narrow bands of spectral power in this region of the spectrum, the writers tentatively prefer toconsider the population as given by the smooth curves in figures 5 and 6,
peakscorrein which case n o m of the sharp spectral
sponding to periodslonger
than2yearsisprobably
significant per se.
Temperature spectrum-The 546-month maximum lag
analysis of monthly mean temperature at Woodstock in
the period 1870-1956 is shown as figure 7 . I n preparing
this spectrum, equation (3) was first applied to the data

in order to remove the seasonal march, described by the
harmonics of the annual cycle. This had the effect of reducingthetotalvariancefrom
240 (
to 11
and shows that 95 percent of the variance is accounted for
by the seasonal march.
I t will be noticed immediately that the first few harmonics are remarkably inflated in magnitude. Recalling
that the observed temperatures between 1901 and 1914
were significantly biased (see section 2), one could anticipate that those particular harmonics would be inflated to
some extent.Sincethemagnitude
of the slippage of
mean temperature couldbe rather confidently determined,
it is possible to estimate the effect of the data inhomogeneity on the spectrum. One approach is
to apply the
Fourier integral theorem to the function illustrated in
figure 8, which corresponds to the shape of the inhomogeneity in the Woodstock data. This leadsdirectly to
an expression for the amplitude of the sine and cosine
components of the function, whose fundamental period
is 2a.
Since the power contributed to the spectrum by a given
to half thesquare of the amplitude
harmonicisequal
of that harmonic, the spectral power in the ith harmonic
(whose period is 27r:i) is found to be
292

At=k&l-COs

( . 3 k ) ] , i=l, 2,

...

(14)

where A,2 is in
Expressing
this
as a fraction of
thetotal
variance of monthlymeantemperature
at
as 11(" F.)2, andsuitablyrelating
Woodstock,taken
of the functionandthe
data
thefundamentalperiods
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FIGURE7.-Residual

normalized spectrum analysis of monthly average temperature, Woodstock College, Md., 1032 months, 1870-1956.
Maximum lag 546. Monthlymeans were extractedfromdatapriortoanalysis.Thesum
of the 546 ordinatesequals 1.0. The
thin line is the Hamming-smoothed line spectra. The heavy
line connects the averaged line powers for each consecutive group of
ten.Theaveragespectra(white)is
1.000/546 or 18.31X 10-4. The 5 and 95 percentboundsforthisaverageare
2.4X
and
45.8X10-4. The dashed curve is the contribution t o variance by the temperature inhomogeneity
of 1910-14. Highest harmonics
are probably inflated somewhat by aliasing. “Stars” mark periodicities after Abbot.

series itself,onecan
estimatetherelativeuncertainty
of the normalized spectrum in figure 7 introduced by the
data inhomogeneity. The spectrum due to the
inhomogeneity alone has been indicated in figure 7, and may be
considered astheapproximate
maximum error a t corresponding frequencies of themainspectiurn
which
possibly has been caused by the inhomogeneity.
The significance of the peaks in figure 7, stipulating a
null hypothesis of white noise, can be estimated by the
aid of table 1. Details of the spectrum in the region of
the first 25 harmonics, corresponding to all wavelengths
longer than about 3.6 years, are shown in table 2. Even
afterthe most pessimisticallowance forthe inhomogeneity in the data,one sees that the amplitudeof fluctuations longer than a half-century in period is highly significant. AlthoughtheBruckner
cycle andthe double
(22-year) sunspot cycle are missing, considerable power
ispresent in harmonics 6 through
9, correspondingto
periods between 9.6 and 16.6 years. The harmonic which

contains the single (11-year) sunspot
cycle achieves significance at the 99.9 percent level. A lesser peak is found
in harmonics 15 and 16, the latter of which contains the
second harmonic of the 11-year sunspot cycle, believed by
some authors to have physical importance [4]. The significance of harmonic 16 is 95 percent, while that of harmonics 15 and 16 jointly is 99 percent.
Another very prominentpeak in the spectrumof figure
7 isfoundforharmonics
44 and 45, corresponding to
periods of 24.0 to 25.1 months. The power in each of
these harmonics is significant at the 99.9 percent level,
again assuming the null hypothesisof the whitespectrum.
No physical interpretation of thesharpspectral
peak
near 25 months suggests itself.
As in the case of the precipitation spectrum, the null
hypothesis of white noise, which was assumed in ascribing
significance levels for these sharp spectral peaks of temA different
perature,can be challengedasunrealistic.
null hypothesis can be justified by averaging the power in
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TABLE2.-Details

of first 25 harmonics of 546-month maximum lag spectra of temperature and precipitation (jigs. 6 and 7
')

I/

PRECIPITATION

TEMPERATURE
Inclusive
Harmonic number
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182-m
60.8-182
36. 460.8
26. Ck36.4
20.2-26.0
16.620.2
14. (t-16.6
12.1-14.0
10.7-12.1
9. 610. 7
8.7-9.6
7.9-8.7
7.3-7.9
6 . 7-7. 3
6.3-6.7
5. %6. 3
5. 5 5 . 9
5.2-5. 5
4. (t-5.2
4.66-4.9
4.44-4.66
4. 24-4. 44
4.05-4.24
3.87-4.05
3.71-3.87
3.57-3.71

-0.0026
(. 0438
(. 0003
(-.0050:
(. 0061,
(-.0018,
(. 0146:
,0023
.0123
.0119
.0039
.GO41
,0045
.0018
,0044
,0041
,0081
,0006
.0006
-,0002
.0001

.M)o6

.0005
,0072
- .0004
,0007

Power

1

Smoothed a

-1

(0.0182
(. 0214
(. 0099:
(-. 0009,
(-. 0014:
(. 0042:
(.0075,
.0075
.Go99
,0084
.0016
,0024
,0038
.0030
,0037
,0051
.m55
,0024
.0004

Significance3

Significance
Unsmoothed

Smoothed 2

0.0000
,0005
,0022
.0029
,0033
-,0007
,0081
.0066

0.0002
,0008

**
:>e
.

**

,0001
,0004
,0021
,0039
,0016
.0004

}Briickner cycle.
Double sunspot cycle.

,0028

.0023
,0022
,0058

,0060
,0031
.0018
.0020
,0016
.0022
,0025
,0021
.0025
.0017
.GO23
,0053
,0042
,0024
,0076
,0079
,0029
.0009
.IN12

,0026
.0008

,0004
,0026

.m

Secular trend.

,0020

,0031

I}*

l

Remarks

,0030
,0011
,0036
0014
.0007
.0070
.MI59

-,0028

,0113
,0093
.0012
,0002
.0022

Single sunspot cycle.

I/

Second harmonic of single sunspot cycle.

:}**

1 Temperature values in parentheses have
2 Smoothing by Hamming formula (see text

3

been whitened to maximum extent permitted by data inhomogeneity.
section 3).
Null hypothesis corresponds to white nois;. t=significance at 95 percent; * a t 99 percont; ** at 99.9 percont level.

successive blocks of 10 harmonics each, and fitting a curve
to these averageswhichisassmooth
as their fiducial
limits of amplitudepermit.Such
curves for boththe
temperature and
precipitation
spectra
are
shown
in
figures 6 and 9. The fiducial limits shown are 5 and 95
percent limits, which could be readily calculated by adding the degrees of freedom associated with each harmonic involved in the averages. It will be noticed that
the smooth curves in figures 6 and 9 are n o t consistent
with the assumption of white (rectangular) population
spectra, but that the inconsistency is serious only in the
caseof temperature. If the temperature curve in figure
9 is then used as the null hypothesis for testing the sharp
spectral peaks discussed above, one finds, for example,
that the sharp peak at harmonics44 and 45 (periods near
25 months) is significant at the 99 percent level only,
which, although noteworthy, is not overly impressive in
a spectrum of such fine resolution and in theabsence of an
a priori reason for expecting to find power at thatprecise
wavelength. But now thebroadspectral
maximum in
the smoothed spectrum of figure 9 near this same period
of 25 months must be recognized as being highly significant inits own right.This significance evidently surpasses the 99.99 percent level. The maximum accounts
for roughly one quarter of the variance of annual mean
temperatures.
With this revised null hypothesis of the temperature
spectrum, the sharp spectral peak corresponding to the
11-year sunspot cycle loses significance even at the 95
percent level. This conclusion isreadilyvitiated, how-

ever, by slight changes in the exact form of the fitted
curve in figure 9. The second harmonic of the solar cycle
(about 5.6 years in period) also loses significance at the
95 percent level under this revised null hypothesis.
A further use of both the temperature and precipitation
spectra is that of verifying Abbot's [l] hypothesis to the
effect that selected harmonics of the double sunspot cycle
can be used as the basis of long-range weatherprediction.
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FIGURE
8.-Functionresembling
averagetemperatureat
1870-1956.
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FmuRE.9.-Residual normalized power spectrum analyses of monthly average temperature, Woodstock College, Md., 1032 months, 18701956. The harmonics were averaged by consecutive groups
of ten from figure 7. Averages are shown by the circles, the 5 and 95
percent x2 limits by the extent of the vertical lines.

Each harmonic of the double sunspot cycle corresponds
very nearly to each fourth harmonic of the fundamental
period of the Woodstock analyses discussed in this section. It is, therefore, a simple matter to sum the powers
in those harmonicswhichcorrespond
to the solar harmonics selected by Abbot, and to compare this sum with
the sum of the powers in the remaining harmonics to
determine whether the former can “explain” more of the
totalvariance of temperatureand(transformed)precipitation than one could expect from coincidence.
I n his study of Arizona precipitation, Abbot used 28
harmonics of the doublesunspot cycle, the highest of
which corresponds to a period of about 4.34 months.
Harmonic 2, the 11-year cycle, was not included. If the
papulation spectra a t Woodstock are assumed to be white
noise, these 28 harmonicsmay be expected to account
for’5.13 percent of the total variance. I n the Woodstock
precipitationspectrum, theyactuallyaccount
for 4.97
percent of the total, which is not significantly different
from 5.13 percent. I n the temperature spectrum, the 23

harmonics account for 7.36 percent of the total, which is
significantly different from 5.13 percent at the 99 percent
level according to thechi-square test with 92 available degress of freedom. Since, however, we have had to conclude that the population temperature spectrum cannot
in fact be white, we have to take a second look at this
last conclusion. Assuming thepopulation spectrum to
be the temperaturecurve in figure 9, we find that Abbot’s
selected harmonics should be expected to contributeabout
7.45 percent of the total variance instead of the 5.13 percent applying to a rectangular spectrum. This compares
closely with the 7.36 percent total actually contributed
by the selected harmonics. Because the smooth spectrum
in figure 9 does not itself exhibit singular power at harmonics correspondingtothesolar
harmonics, we can
safely conclude that no evidence can be found in theWoodstock data to support Abbot’s hypothesis. As variations
of temperatureandprecipitationarehighly
correlated
over large geographical areas, this strongly implies that
Abbot’s method of prediction as applied to any part of
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